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Congratulations. You’ve just made one of the best decisions for your  
business…you’ve chosen a liveBooks website!  We know that your website 
is an important part of your business and that is why we are excited to be 
working with you.  We are here to ensure that your experience is easy  
and that the transition to your new liveBooks website is a success.   
This document will explain how to prepare your site and go live in four  
easy steps.
 
The next page gives you an overview of these steps. You may want to print 
it out and keep it as a reference while you work. The rest of this document 
provides details for each step and additional information to help you prepare 
your images and use the editSuite software.
 
In addition to providing your website, we want to partner with you to make 
your business a continued success.  Check out our workshops, free  
webinars, and RESOLVE blog, which are all designed to help you stay on 
top of best practices in your industry.

As you are experiencing your new website over the next few weeks, we will 
be sending you valuable emails further explaining what liveBooks has to 
offer you.  You’ll soon see that we’re constantly thinking about your business 
and how we can help it grow.  At liveBooks, your success is our success — 
we’re looking forward to working with you!
 
 
The liveBooks Team

WELCOME TO 
THE LIVEBOOKS  
COMMUNITY!
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READY? LET’S GET 
STARTED. PREP AND UPLOAD YOUR IMAGES

Resize, prepare, and upload your images to the 
liveBooks editSuite. You can watch instructional 
videos on this topic here and download more 
detailed image prep instructions here.

 
PERSONALIZE AND ARRANGE YOUR SITE
Name and populate your image portfolios and 
add content to your information pages. On  
liveBooks.com you’ll find videos that explain how 
to use the editSuite to customize your site. 

OPTIMIZE YOUR SITE FOR SEARCH ENGINES
Help people find you online by adding data to 
the Search Engine Optimization section of your 
editSuite. You’ll find additional tips to help your 
search ranking throughout this document where 
you see this icon:   
[SEO Alert]

GO LIVE!
Purchase a domain from a domain registrar and 
then Submit your Go Live Request.

http://www.livebooks.com/support/video-tutorials
http://media.livebooks.com/documentation/LB_ImagePrep_Photoshop.pdf
http://www.livebooks.com
http://www.livebooks.com/support/video-tutorials
http://www.livebooks.com/support/go-live


PREP AND UPLOAD YOUR IMAGES
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KEY IMAGE PREP 
INfORMATION

WHAT COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO USE
The main detailed image prep instruction docu-
ment (linked here and in editSuite) contains 
directions for using Adobe Photoshop. However, 
you may use any image editing application to 
prepare your images. The basic information that 
you need is detailed below. We have also  
provided detailed instructions for preparing 
images using two other applications:

PHOTOSHOP.COM
This is a free web-based version of Adobe Photo-
shop that can be used to make the basic changes 
needed to prepare your images. You can down-
load the liveBooks image prep instructions for 
Photoshop.com here.

AVIARY
This is a web-based image editing application 
that has both free and Pro (paid) versions,  
available here: http://aviary.com
You can download the liveBooks image prep 
instructions for Aviary here.

FILE FORMAT
All images you upload to your liveBooks site 
should be saved as JPEG (or JPG) files. When 
saving, you should adjust the JPEG compres-
sion quality to get the file size down to the kb 
targets specified below.

COLOR SPACE
Before saving your images as JPEG files (or 
during the process when applicable) we  
suggest that you convert the color space of 
your images to the sRGB color profile. This 
profile most closely represents the color gamut 
of most CRT and LCD monitors. If you leave 
your images in Adobe RGB (1998), ProPhoto 
RGB, or another RGB or CMYK color space, the 
colors in your JPEG files might look incorrect – 
typically washed out or slightly de-saturated.
We provide instructions for this conversion in 
the image prep instructions.

Quick Reference
FILE FORMAT: 
.jpg or .jpeg

COLOR SPACE: 
sRGB

RESOLUTION: 
72dpi

DIMENSIONS: 
920x562 or 750x500  
(depending on your 
layout)

FILE SIZE: 
110-120kb (horizon-
tal); 60kb (vertical)

SUPPORTED IPTC 
META DATA FIELDS: 
Headline, Caption  
(Description), 
Keywords

To view a video about  
preparing your images,
CLICK HERE

http://media.livebooks.com/documentation/LB_ImagePrep_Photoshop.pdf
http://media.livebooks.com/documentation/LB_ImagePrep_Photoshop_com.pdf
http://www.aviary.com
http://media.livebooks.com/documentation/LB_ImagePrep_Aviary.pdf
http://www.livebooks.com/support/video-tutorials
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IMAGE SIZE REqUIREMENTS 
(RESOLUTION AND DIMENSIONS)
liveBooks websites support both horizontal and 
vertical images. Vertical images that fit within 
a specific width limit are special, in that two 
such vertical images can optionally be paired 
together in your editSuite, to make a diptych. 
We call these images “Half Width” images.  
Vertical images wider than the limit for your 
vertical allowance (450 or 365 pixels –  
depending on your site layout) can only be 
shown on the screen one at a time.

Depending on the predesigned website that you 
choose, your horizontal image size will need to 
be either 920 px wide x 562 px tall or 750 px 
wide x 500 px tall. To confirm the image size 
specifications for your website, please read the 
tips below.

If your site has a larger image area and  
includes “hide/reveal” thumbnail navigation, 
like the example shown here, then the maxi-
mum pixel dimensions are: 920 px wide by 
562 px tall (12.77 inches wide by 7.8 inches 
tall). For ‘Half Width’ vertical images (two can 
be shown together in a diptych): maximum 
450 px wide by 562 px tall (5.069 inches 
wide by 7.8 inches tall).
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If your site has persistent thumbnail navigation, 
like the example shown here, then the maximum 
pixel dimensions are: 750 px wide by 500 px 
tall, (10.417 inches wide by 6.944 inches tall). 
For ‘Half Width’ vertical images (two can be 
shown together in a diptych): maximum 365 px 
wide by 500 px tall (6.25 inches wide by 6.944 
inches tall).

FILE SIZE
We strongly suggest that you keep the file size of 
any file below 110-120kb. We suggest the file 
size of your Half Width images stay below 60kb, 
since two may be shown together (total of 120kb 
for the page). You can upload and use an image 
of any file size, but above the recommended sizes 
your website viewers may have a slow experience 
viewing your site.

FILE NAMES
All JPEG files you create must use safe names 
consisting of any letters of the standard western 
alphabet (capital or small) from a to z, A to Z, 
numbers 0 to 9, the hyphen “-“, or the under-
score “_”. You cannot use any other symbols 
in the file name, like “!”, “?”, “&”, “$”, “*”, the 

comma “,” or the period “.”. You cannot use the 
apostrophe, quotation marks, and you cannot use 
the forward-slash “/” or the back-slash “\”.

[SEO alert]

The file name of an image can be seen by search 
engines.  Making the file name relevant to the im-
age content can help your site appear in a wider 
variety of search results.

IPTC META DATA
Images uploaded to your site can contain IPTC 
meta data. The only fields we import and use are 
the IPTC content fields: Headline, Caption (aka 
Description) and Keywords.
You need to choose to import meta data when 
uploading your files – this is not automatic.
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AUTO-RESIZE OPTION
It is possible to have your images resized auto-
matically when you upload them, but the  
editSuite will not change the color profile or reso-
lution of your images, and cannot convert them  
to the JPEG format if they are another type of 
image file.

So even if you choose to have the editSuite resize 
the images upon upload, before uploading you 
must make sure that they are in JPEG (.jpg or 
.jpeg) format, saved using the sRGB profile and 
are at a resolution of 72dpi.
 
Also note that the auto-resize option will down-
size images, but not upsize them.

 
If you want more detailed instructions on how to 
prep your images, go to the Quick Links section 
on your News page in your editSuite. Choose  
the Image Prep Guide or the Video Tutorials on 
the subject.
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and keyword metadata that is already embedded 
in your images, check the Import Embedded 
Metadata box.

Select Upload Files. The Select Files window will 
pop up.

Find the folder that contains the images that you 
want to upload and then choose the image(s). 
You can select an individual file by clicking on the 
file name, or select multiple files by using Shift 
and clicking for sequential groups of files or Apple 
(or CTRL on PC) and clicking for non-sequential 
files.

Click the Select button to start the upload.
When the upload is complete, the images will  
appear as thumbnails in the box below. To  
preview an image, check the preview box and 
select the image that you want to view. 

NOTE: Images will remain in the acquire area 
until they are moved into a library for permanent 
storage, or until you delete them.

Begin by preparing the images for upload accord-
ing to the Image Prep Instructions provided by 
liveBooks.

Go to Edit Content>Upload Images. The upload 
screen will appear.

Select Upload Preferences. If you want editSuite 
to automatically scale down your images for the 
web, check the Resize Images on Upload box 
(but first please review the Auto-resize Option 
information in the previous section of this docu-
ment). If you want to import header, description 

In the welcome email that you received when you 
purchased your site, you should have received a 
URL address for your new editSuite along with 
instructions on how to access it. Following are 
instructions on how to use the editSuite software 
to upload your images. Help Buttons are located 
throughout the editSuite with links to online help.

UPLOAD YOUR IMAGES
Use the Upload Images page to upload your im-
ages to your liveBooks website. Go to this section 
by selecting the Edit Content tab and choosing 
Upload Images.
 

UPLOADING VIA THE 
LIVEBOOKS EDITSUITE

UPLOAD MODULE

To view a video about  
uploading your images,
CLICK HERE

http://www.livebooks.com/support/video-tutorials
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DRAG IMAGES INTO LIbRARIES
To permanently store images on your site and 
make them available for portfolios, you need to 
place them in a library.

Select images you want to move by clicking on 
the images, or click the Select All button.

Drag the images into a library on the right side of 
the screen.

The thumbnails will move from the holding area 
to the library.

To move images to a different library, you can 
select them and drag them to the library with 
your mouse. You can place images in as many 
libraries as you like.

Click Save to save all of your changes.
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ADD IMAGE INFORMATION
(Please note that image information can also 
be added later via Your Lightbox)

To add image information, select an image in the 
library that you want to work with and select the 
vertically oriented Image Title/Comments/Key-
words tab.

The image information section will appear.

Enter the image title in the title area.

Enter the image comments/descriptions in the 
comments/description area.

Enter the Keywords in the keywords area.

If you want a border, select the Border checkbox 
and specify the width and color of the border.

Click on Save.

SEO ALERT:

Image titles, descriptions and keywords can be seen 

by search engines. Make sure that your keywords 

refer to the content of the specific image.  You 

should incorporate the keywords into the title and 

description as well.



PERSONALIZE AND ARRANGE YOUR SITE
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USING YOUR 
LIGHTBOx

Use Your Lightbox to move images from librar-
ies to the portfolio for viewing by your website 
visitors. To get to Your Lightbox select Edit Con-
tent and then Your Lightbox.

To populate the portfolio with images, choose the 
library that holds the images that you want to 
import in the Libraries pull down menu. The im-
ages in the library available for importing into the 
portfolio will appear on the bottom of the screen.  
Portfolios will not appear on your site until popu-
lated with at least one image.

NOTE: A “P” above the image indicates that this 
image is already included in a portfolio on the 
site. An “i” above the image indicates that the 
image contains an image title, description or key 
words. A “$” indicates that the image has been 
placed for sale through the shopping cart module.

Choose the image(s) that you want to import from 
the library and drag and drop it (them) to the 
portfolio in the sequence in which you want the 
images to appear.

You can move (an) image(s) within the portfolio 
by dragging and dropping the image(s) to the 
new location.

If you want to swap two images but retain the or-
der of the rest of the portfolio, you can select the 
Swap button and then click on the two images 
that you want to swap. The images will change 
places.

To view a video on  
using Your Lightbox, 
CLICK HERE

http://www.livebooks.com/support/video-tutorials
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Smaller vertical images can be aligned to the left, 
the right or the center. To align a single smaller 
image in the portfolio, click on the image and 
then right click to get the menu and then select 
the alignment that you want for the image. Or, 
simply click on the image and drag to the right, 
center or left side of the frame.

Smaller vertical images can also be grouped 
together for viewing as a diptych.

Once you are satisfied with the portfolio, 
click Save.

PORTFOLIO OPTIONS
To hide a portfolio from the public part of your 
site, click the Options button. Check the Hide 
This Portfolio on the Site check box and click 
Save. Now this portfolio will not be available to 
view on your site.

To have a portfolio automatically start into a 
slideshow when viewed on the site, click the 
Options button. Check the Start Slideshow 
Automatically check box and click Save. When 
a viewer visits this portfolio the slideshow will 
begin automatically.

ADDING IMAGE INFORMATION

In Your Lightbox, select the image for which 
you would like to add information. You can 
select it from a portfolio or a library.

Click the Edit button to open a screen specific 
to that image.

Add the Title, Description and Key Words for your 
image. On this screen you can also add a border 
to the image and transfer it to another library.

Click the Next or Prev button to be taken to 
another image in the portfolio or library, or click 
save to return to Your Lightbox.

SEO ALERT:

Image titles, descriptions and keywords can be 
seen by search engines. Make sure that your key-
words refer to the content of the specific image.  
You should incorporate the keywords into the title 
and description as well.
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TO CREATE AN EMBEDDED TEXT LINK:

With the mouse, select the text that you would 
like to link.

Click the Hyperlink button. The Edit Hyperlink 
dialog will appear.

Enter a destination URL for your link in the  
dialog. This can be a web address or an 
email address.  To link an email address, type 
mailto:[the email address] in the edit hyperlink 
dialog.  Example: mailto:jane@domain.com

Select the proper radio button to specify whether 
the link should open in the same browser win-
dow or a new browser window.  For email  
address links, choose the same window.

Click Save.

NAMING AND RENAMING PORTFOLIOS
The names of portfolios and the order in which 
they appear can be modified in Name Portfolios 
and Libraries, selected from the Edit Content tab.  
Expand the list of portfolios or libraries, and hover 
the mouse over the item that you wish to change.  
Buttons will appear that allow you to rename, 
delete and move the item up or down the list.

SEO ALERT:

The Names of your portfolios can help your site 
be more searchable! Portfolio names that clearly 
relate to the type of work that you do or the con-
tent of your images will help your site be found 
more easily on web searches.

UPDATING YOUR PAGES
To update your pages go to the Edit Content tab 
and select Pages. Select the page you want to edit 
in the Select Page pull down menu.  The Page 
Type ‘Designed page – editable’ will be the default 
selection for your Contact and Bio pages.

TO EDIT TEXT ON AN EDITABLE PAGE:

Type text into the text fields that are displayed.

Use the Bold and Italic buttons to format specific 
text as desired. Click Save.
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TO CLEAR AN IMAGE THAT YOU HAVE  
UPLOADED:

Click the Clear Image button located above the 
Preview box. The last image you uploaded will be 
removed.

Click Save.

TO RESET AN IMAGE THAT YOU HAVE 
UPLOADED:

Click the Reset Image button located above the 
Preview box. The box will revert to the last image 
you saved.

Click Save.

SEO ALERT:

The text that you enter on an editable page is 
readable by search engines. Content that is  
relevant to your business and location can help 
your ranking.

TO UPLOAD AN IMAGE:

Verify image size requirements by checking the 
information displayed in the upload image area.

Check the Resize Images checkbox if the image 
you want to upload is larger than the specified 
size, or manually resize the image in an image 
editing application.

Click the Upload Files button. The Select Files 
dialog will appear.

Find the folder that contains the image that you 
want to upload. Select the image and click the 
Select button to initiate the upload process. When 
the upload is complete, the image will appear in 
the Preview box on the right side of the screen.

Click Save.
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UPLOADING YOUR HOME PAGE AND UPLOADING 
SELF-DESIGNED PAGES
You can also change a page’s page type selection 
to ‘uploaded page’ and then upload a jpeg file as 
the content for the entire page.  With this option, 
you do not have text boxes or an image area.  To 
update the page, just upload a new jpeg file, then 
drag it and drop it on top of the old one.

Your site’s home page is either a slideshow page 
or an interactive page which uses the first image 
from each portfolio. This is shown in editSuite 
as the ‘designed page’ option for the home page.  
Please note that hidden portfolios and empty 
portfolios will not be shown on the home page.  
You may use a single jpeg image for your home 
page if you wish, by changing the page type to 
‘uploaded page’ and then uploading the file.  The 
‘designed page’ option will always remain avail-
able to you if you want to switch back.

To add links to a page that you have designed 
yourself, or to purchase custom page design, 
please contact liveBooks Support.

USING A MENU ITEM AS A LINk
Aside from the home page, any menu item man-
aged in the pages module can be set as an exter-
nal link. This is done by changing the Page Type 
to ‘external link’. The full web address for the 
link can be entered in the field labeled Enter the 
Destination URL For Your Page. You can choose 
to have the linked website open in a new browser 
window or the same browser window. 

CHANGING YOUR USERNAME OR PASSWORD
Go to the Passwords area by choosing the 
Resources tab and selecting Account info/pass-
words.

Select the Administrator from the user list to 
expand the user account information box.

Update your email address if needed.

Update your Username and/or password.

Click OK.

Click Save to save all changes.

 

You can further personalize your site to fit your 
needs by adjusting various settings of the site, 
such as: change your image transitions, set your 
menu animation settings, upload a splash page 
graphic, choose a loading indicator graphic, add 
music, upload video, etc. All of this is done with 
drag-and-drop simplicity in the liveBooks edit-
Suite.  Please see the complete editSuite User 
Guide for more information.



OPTIMIZE YOUR SITE fOR SEARCH ENGINES
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SEARCH ENGINE 
OPTIMIZATION

Your website is almost ready. Before going live 
with your site, you should select the Resources 
tab in editSuite and enter keywords and 
keyword-filled sentences to the search engine 
optimization section. Even if you are unsure 
about what keywords are important to you, we 
still recommend you go to the Search Engine 
Optimization section of the editSuite and fill in 
your site title, description and keywords fields. 
As soon as you go live, you can use the links in 
that section to submit your site to the various 
search engines.

Below are some basic instructions for optimiz-
ing your site. You can update the content later 
as needed. Links to additional resources follow.

REVIEW
As noted previously, the following information is 
visible to search engines:
–Image filenames
–Image title, description and keywords
–Portfolio names
–Text on Editable pages

Ideally all of this information will reference your 
business or specific image content in some way. 

 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION – WEbSITE TAb

You can add metadata to your Flash website to 
help search engines understand what your site  
is about.

In the editSuite Search Engine Optimization area, 
select the Website tab.

Enter a title for your website in the Title Tag box.

The website title is the text that shows at the top 
of your browser when your site loads. The web-
site title is given high priority by search engines.  
The limit for this field is 100 characters.
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Enter a description for your website in the Meta 
Description box.

The meta description is the information that 
shows up under your site title in search results.  
The description should refer to the type of work 
that you do, your geographic location, and any 
other relevant details about your business.  The 
limit for this field is 200 characters.

Enter keywords for your website in the Meta 
Keywords box.

Keywords are other words seen by search en-
gines, but they do not show up in the results. 
They are generally not given as high a priority by 
search engines. The limit for this field is  
200 characters.

Click Save. 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION –  
SEARCH LANDING PAGE TAb

Use this page to create an optional HTML landing 
page to help boost the overall page rank of your 
website. You can customize content of the page 
to complement the content in your Flash website 
and help direct automated visits from search 
engines to your portfolios.

CREATE YOUR SEARCH LANDING PAGE:

Select the Search Landing Page tab.

Check the Enable this Page on my Site checkbox 
to turn on the page.

Proceed to the next set of instructions to  
customize content on the page. 
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The website title is the text that shows up at the 
top of your browser your site loads. The website 
title is given high priority by search engines.

Enter a description for the page in the Meta  
Description box.

The website description is the information that 
shows up under your site title in search results.

Enter keywords for the page in the Meta Key-
words box.

Keywords are other words used by search en-
gines, but they do not show up in the results. 
They are generally not given as high a priority by 
search engines.

Click Save.

Note: For steps 5-7, the information you enter 
can be the same as the corresponding boxes 
on the Website tab, since they serve the same 
purpose.

CUSTOMIZE PAGE CONTENT AND META DATA 
You can add content to the page that makes use 
of your keywords.

Enter a header for the page that will appear as a 
title at the top of the page.

Enter a sub-header for the page that will appear 
directly below the header.

Enter a description that will appear on the bottom 
of the page.

Enter contact information in the address and 
phone number fields.

Enter a title for the page in the Title Tag box. 
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SELECT PORTFOLIOS TO DISPLAY ON THE PAGE 
You can select as many of your portfolios as you 
would like to display on your Search Landing 
Page.  Not selecting a portfolio will make it more 
difficult for search engines to index, relative to the 
selected ones.

Check the box next to each portfolio title that you 
would like to include on the page.

Click Save.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Webinar:  
Learn How to Optimize Your liveBooks Site for 
Search Marketing
This is a prerecorded webinar conducted by a 
liveBooks Sales consultant - Duration: 1 hour

Google’s SEO Starter Guide: 
http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.
com/2008/11/googles-seo-starter-guide.html
(Please note that this guide is not specific to your 
liveBooks site, and some tips may not be  
applicable.)

http://media.livebooks.com/webinars/seo/
http://media.livebooks.com/webinars/seo/
http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/2008/11/googles-seo-starter-guide.html
http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/2008/11/googles-seo-starter-guide.html


GO LIVE!
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GO LIVE!

Going Live refers to the process through which 
a domain name that you own is directed at 
your liveBooks site. Only live sites will be prop-
erly indexed by search engines. Your can read 
more about the process, and submit your Go 
Live Request, at the Support section of live-
Books.com. Below is a brief summary of the 
information related to sending your site live.

DOMAIN REGISTRAR
This is the company you registered your actual 
“.com” name through. liveBooks does not han-
dle domain registration, instead we will need 
your login information to access your domain 
control panel, so we can point your domain to 
our servers. We can provide you with the nec-
essary settings if you feel comfortable making 
the DNS changes yourself.

HOSTING COMPANY 
This is the company that actually hosts your 
site on their servers. Once you have gone live, 
liveBooks will be your hosting company, as 
your site will reside on our servers.

EMAIL ADDRESSES
With your liveBooks hosting package you also 
have the options to host email addresses on 
our servers. If email addresses on your domain 
already exist, we can take over hosting them.  
You can also set up brand new email address-
es. LiveBooks-hosted email accounts can be 
accessed via Web Mail, or by using an email 
application (POP and IMAP are supported).

Submit your Go Live Request

You can download the complete editSuite User 
Guide by following the link on the Resources 
tab in editSuite.

Enjoy your new site!

liveBooks wants to support you on your journey of using your site 
and growing your business. We have developed a robust suite 
of online support tools, how-to videos, a knowledge base - all 
of which are available 24/7. Behind these tools sits an amazing 
support team if you need additional help, all easily reached via 
our online support form. Choose Support from the Resources tab 
in the editSuite and go to Contact support.

http://www.livebooks.com/support/go-live
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www.liveBooks.com

http://www.livebooks.com

